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 With this, the second publication of the new newsletter, we find the 

State of the Trolley Nation growing at the fastest pace on record. With 

Hay Trolley Heaven.Com surpassing the 650 membership mark and Hay 

Trolley Heaven Facebook surpassing well over 300 active members, we are 

both elated and conscious of the support we have received from our ever 

growing membership community. When HTH was started just over two 

years ago, there was no doubt in the minds of the founders that the Hay 

Trolley community would embrace as much solid information as we could 

make available. At that time our own phones were ringing off the hook 

with every imaginable question, and yes, many times, the same question 

asked over and over again. As Steve would say “there is always time to 

talk trolleys” and talk we have! If our secret plan is working, YOUR phone 

is ringing off the hook now and you are having the time of your life as 

well.  

 

 Our ranks are swelling with people from every walk of life, involved 

with trolleys for every imaginable reason, from “Grandpa’s trolley is go-

ing back up” or the ever present “what’s-is-it-and-what-is-it-worth”  to the 

oddities like “should this Eagle looking Out take two dome center frame 

bolts or domed and coned?” There are literally 100’s of us now helping 

hundreds others. And what do we get out of all this besides a hernia? We 

get a monumental surprise about every 6 weeks as another hard working 

member makes the Dare Devil Climb of Death to retrieve yet another “new 

one” from its 100 year old hiding place. Folks, Hay Trolley Heaven is a 

Peaceable Kingdom for those that just plain can’t resist the allure of 

trolleys. We are so very thankful that you all, we all, are having this 

much fun hanging iron. Happy Holidays and Happy New Year and 

many thanks for being there! 



 

 

Manufacturer Spotlight 

E.L.WALKER 



 

 

Edward L. Walker (1834 - 1890) 
 

Edward L. Walker was born in 
Somerset County Pennsylvania on 
Jan 1, 1834. His parents were Jo-
siah Walker and Rachel Miller. 
Josiah was a farmer in a little 
town referred to as Benfords 
Store and Edward grew up help-
ing his family on the farm and 
learning valuable tools for his lat-
er endeavors. Edward chose sur-
veying in the 1850s and married 
Leah M. Griffith in 1855, with 
whom he would have several chil-
dren over the next few years. 
There is no record of Edward 
serving in the civil war, which is 
most likely due to an unknown 
illness which plagued him 
throughout his life. There are no 
direct medical records to reflect 
specific indications of an illness 
with the exception of multiple ci-
tations about his poor health in 

later court documents over his 
various patents. In 1864 Mr. 
Walker invents and patents a 
very early hay fork but due to 
poor health and lack of financial 
resources he was unable to man-
ufacture his design. He contract-
ed with a company in Philadel-
phia for the right to manufacture 
his hay fork and in exchange he 
was promised a royalty on each 
fork manufactured. The compa-
ny then deceitfully made some 
subtle changes to his design and 
manufactured it as one of their 
own. They refused to pay Ed-
ward Walker the agreed upon 
royalties citing this was not his 
creation and Edward would 
spend the next 25 years in and 
out of court defending his patent 
and seeking retribution. 



 

 

E.L. Walker published a very ornate and accu-
rate map of Somerset county Pennsylvania in 
1860 where he personally surveyed the land 
and drew the map itself. It is very beautiful 

and his passion for the project was clear. 



 

 



 

 

E.L. Walker Salesman Samples 



 

 

 

CAN YOU TELL THE  

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE  

BELOW PULLEYS? 

Canadian Buchanan 

Trip 



 

 

NEW DISCOVERIES 

Very little is known at this point about our new discovery in ad-

vertising, Frank Patrick. we know that he was born in Browns-

ville New York, the son of  James Patrick Jr. and Julia Anne Pat-

rick. He’s listed as a Hotel keeper in the 1870 and 1880 census. He 

is granted a hay carrier patent in 1880 and listed as a hay fork 

dealer in an 1884 Brownsville directory. Further research is re-

quired to ascertain information pertaining to Frank Patrick after 

1884. Hopefully someone finds one of  his trolleys in the near fu-

ture. 



 

 



 

 



 

 

THE JONES HAY CARRIER 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 

Show Host Responsibilities 
 

Set date and times 
Shows to this point have been averaging between 100 and 200 people 
 When working on show details, keep this in mind. The group does not have an  
 RSVP policy, so exact numbers of people will vary. 
Secure venue for show 
 Allow enough space for displaying of items and dining if eating at same facility 
  2014 show had about 14,000 sf total 
  2015 show had about 9000 sf total 
  2016 show had about 7500 sf total 
  Average space needed 10,000 sf total 
 Space for auction items 
 Sitting areas  
 Restrooms (at least 2 for women) (1 men) 
 Drive in access is nice to have, but necessary 
 2 wheel dollies or carts are nice to help people with items 
Provide tables and chairs 
 40 to 60 tables needed for display and dining area 
 120 chairs 
 Saw horses and plywood can be substituted in place of tables for displays. 
 Dining and sitting areas will need tables 
Food vendor   
 At least 2 lunches and one main dinner (breakfast is optional) 
Provide insurance if venue requires it 
Provide auctioneer for auction 
Organize team to help with auction 
  Check-in and tag items 
 Helpers for auctioneer 
 Book keepers 
Marketing for show if wanted  
 Provide all show info and details to newsletter  
 Other marketing is optional 
Locate and provide info on local hotels, tourist info., ect. (forward to newsletter) 
Organize team to help with show 
Provide adequate parking 
Provide host and details for “Day Trippers”( Ladies day trip) 
Provide gadgets for show (buttons, note pads, ect) Entirely up to host 
Enter show data into Farm Collector show guide (see Doug de Shazer) 
 

Please call one of the show advisors if you have any questions or concerns about hosting a show 

 
Dale Smithhisler  419-651-3423 
Doug de Shazer  402-510-8845 
Steve Weeber   319-930-2310 



 

 

I would like to send out a big Thank You to all the collectors, spouses and friends that made the trip to visit 
Crofton, NE for the annual Hay Tool Collectors show. I consider this years a great success, considering al-
most all the collectors had to drive a great distance to reach this small town in North Eastern Nebraska. I 
am one of the farthest west collectors there is, so travel was necessary for all to attend in the show.  
 
 This year’s attendance was around 100 to 125 people plus a large showing of visitors from the local 
community. We had people from 23 states, Canada and Australia. (Yes, I said Australia)   Usually I would 
say something about how many miles collectively collectors traveled to get to the show, but I think this 
year’s total would be much skewed! (LOL) 
 
 At the show we always have a meeting and discuss the next year’s show location, dates, and what 
not, and a few collectors asked what’s involved in hosting a show. Well, I consulted with a few other hosts, 
and we put together a basic outline of the responsibilities of a show host. It seems daunting, and it can be, 
the key is to get a good team to help. In my case, I decided to make all the food for the group, so that took 
a lot of extra planning and staff to pull it off. That was the KEY, good help. As a host you don’t want to get 
tied down, you want to be able to enjoy the show, so help is necessary. (I can’t say that too much.) A venue 
that is indoors is also a must, or at least covered to keep everyone dry and out of the sun if it’s hot. Drive is 
access is really nice, but not necessary. As everyone knows this things we collect can get very heavy and 
the displays can be bulky as well, that access is nice.  
  
 If you are wondering about how many people will show, it is hard to say. In the past we have always 
had between 100 to 150 people. At Steve Weebers show in 2015, we pushed 200 plus people, but he also 
hosted the Cast Iron Seat Club at the same time. It was nice having them join us, so that is an option for a 
host if they want another group to join in. I would make sure the group is similar in nature. Someone also 
asked how much does it cost to host? It’s hard to say exactly, but one should plan on about $1000.00. It 
really depends on the venue and what the venue includes. A lot of local fair grounds offer buildings for just 
this use. They are very reasonable, and have tables and chairs to use at no charge. These places will require 
an insurance policy, which you can get for about $100. All communities have local caterers and love to 
serve food at events, so just find a good one and your cost and headaches are zero. Most auctioneers will 
donate their time, but it’s nice to give them something for their time. In my case, I gave my auctioneer a 
nice gift certificate to a local restaurant. 
As most of you show attendees know, we pass the hat to help offset the cost of the show. In theory this is 
supposed to cover the cost of the show, but I would not expect that. It is usually close, but a “Loss” is not 
out of the question. I don’t say that to scare anyone off, it’s just that we don’t do this to make money. We 
do it because we love the art of collecting these great artifacts and the GREAT friends we meet and in 
many cases only get to see once a year, that’s what it’s all about. It’s an awesome group of people and we 
just want to keep it alive and strong!! 
 
 If you are interested in hosting and have questions, please consult with one of the advisers I have 
listed on the show host responsibilities page. We will do what we can to advise and help make is a smooth-
er show for you. A big Thank You again to everyone who traveled to Crofton for the show, Juliet and I really 
appreciated seeing all of our friends and meeting a lot of new ones! 

Thank you 
Doug de Shazer 

  



 

 

Collector Kevin Smith with his E.L. Walker. Kevin has the 
distinction of being the only person to purchase two E.L 

Walkers on eBay on the same day.                                  
Two buy it now auctions no less.  

WHY WE DO IT 



 

 

1867 New York Horse Hay-Fork Review  

 

TRIAL OF HORSE HAY-FORKS.  A trial of Horse Hay-Forks was held on the 4th and 5th of March, 1867, by order of the 

Board of Managers, American Institute; and under the direction of a committee selected by the Farmers' Club, consisting 

of S. Edwards Todd, Wm. S. Carpenter, P. T. Quinn, David M. Smith, Josiah H. Macy and Wm. II. Smith.  The place of trial 

was the commodious barn of Mr. Josiah Macy, in the town of Harrison, Westchester County, about one mile west of Rye 

Station, on the New York and New Haven Railway—who not only supplied teams for drawing hay from the field, but pro-

vided a delicious and substantial repast for all the members of the Club in attendance on each day.  The following is a list 

of entries, and brief account of the test of sixteen implements:  

 

C. C. Blodgett, Watertown, Jefferson County, N.Y., entered a round harpoon, "Cat's Claw Fork."  This was worked with a 

yoke of oxen, and pitched off 1,500 pounds of hay in nine minutes and thirty seconds.   

The "Improved Hay Knife and Fork," was entered by George B. Davidson, Troy, Penn; removed 1,607 pounds of hay over 

the large beam in nine minutes and forty-five seconds.  

"Sprout's Hay Fork and Knife," entered by S. E. and L. B. Sprout, Muncy, Lycoming County, Penn.; pitched off 1,850 

pounds of hay, over the large beam, in five minutes and fifty seconds.  This was worked with a yoke of oxen.   

"Ames' Plow Company Harpoon Fork," commenced pitching, and failing to operate satisfactorily, was removed.   

A large grappling fork was entered by John H. Chapman, Utica, N. Y., which performed its work beautifully ; has three 

long tines to each head, and was attached to a small car running on a railway constructed close in the peak of the barn. 

This car was so constructed that when the forkful had risen nearly to the top of the barn, directly over the load, the fas-

tening is released automatically and the load moves off horizontally to the furthest part of the mow, as rapidly as a horse 

can walk.  In this instance the hay was carried at pleasure to the first, second or third bay.  This fork unloaded 2,180 

pounds at thirteen forkfuls, in twelve minutes, when worked with one light horse.   

"Reynolds' Union Fork," entered by R. Reynolds, Stockport, N.Y., was a three-tined grappling fork, having one tine on one 

side and two on the other side.  This was tried with one horse, and pitched off 2,050 pounds of hay, at thirty-two forkfuls, 

in twenty-one minutes.   

L. L. Johnson, North Chatham, N.J., commenced pitching with a two-tined grappling fork, and breaking some important 

part of it, retired.   

"Brown's Improved Fork" was entered by J. S. Brown, Washington, D.C.  This fork did not succeed in removing its load.   

"The Excelsior Palmer Fork," having only one head and sickle tines, was entered by Palmer & Wackerhagen, Hudson, N.Y.  

This is an independent fork, with a short handle, about two feet long.  The fork is tipped by having the rope attached to a 

knee joint, similar to the joint attached to a carriage-top.  This pitched 1,830 pounds of hay, over the large beam of the 

barn, in eight minutes and five seconds.  It was worked by a yoke of oxen.  

"The Farmers' Friend," entered by C. N. Culver, Bowling Green, Wood County, Ohio, was an iron grappling-fork, with two 



 

 

tines in each head. It pitched off its load in nine minutes.   

M. E. Plumm, Munson, Fairfield Co., Conn. entered a one-sided fork, the head of which was nearly six feet long, of wood three inch-

es square, and provided with six tines.   

"Buckman's Grappling Fork," entered by Abram Requa, New York City, is a double-headed, three-tined, iron grappling fork, which 

possesses points of superiority for certain purposes that are not claimed by the proprietors of any other fork. There is a system of 

levers by which the points of the tines, as the fork begins to grapple its load, are elevated, for the purpose of holding the forkful 

more securely, than if the tines stood at a more obtuse angle with the bale.  The proprietors claimed that they could pitch more 

sheaves of grain, more loose straw, short rowen, seed clover, or a larger number of bundles of straw, or corn-stalks, and a larger 

heap of long manure, than could be done with any other fork.  In addition to all this, they remove the hay tines, and attach a set of 

grappling hooks, with which barrels, boxes, and any other heavy material can be handled, which other forks cannot move.  The fork 

is all iron, and exceedingly strong.   

"Rogers' Harpoon Fork" was entered by D. B. Rogers, Pittsburgh, Penn. The harpoon fork threw out two claws made of steel, in the 

form of a cat's claw, near the lower end of the fork, which lifted the forkful of hay.  The fork pitched off 1,382 lbs. of hay in eight 

minutes.   

A. M. Halstead, New York City, entered  "Halstead's Hay Fork," which is a two-tined iron fork, and the committee seemed favorably 

impressed with the appearance of this little cheap and good fork; but, through some mismanagement, one tine was injured so that 

the fork could not be used to remove the remainder of the load. 

A "Case Harpoon Fork" was entered by E. Sharkley, Lewisburgh, Penn.  The chief point of superiority in this fork consisted in its self-

adjustability, when being drawn back to the load, by which the sharp point is held away from the operator on the load.   

"Walker's Improved Harpoon Fork" was entered by Wheeler, Melick & Co., Albany, N.Y.  This fork consists of two parallel bars of 

steel working closely together, having a hinged point attached to the end of one bar.  After it is thrust into the hay, the point is 

turned to a right angle, for holding the hay.  It was estimated that this fork removed the heaviest forkful of all those exhibited. 

 

We failed to get all the figures representing the weight of hay pitched, and the time required to remove the loads.  But that is of 

trivial importance, as most of those who worked the forks were novices at that kind of labor, and unable to display the ability of 

the inventions.  After the last fork had been tested, W. S. Carpenter called the crowd to order, and introduced the chairman of the 

committee, S. Edwards Todd, who said to them:  "It affords me pleasure to say to you that in our adjudication of the forks tested 

here, this committee have aimed to be actuated by principles of the greatest possible fairness and the strictest equity.  In making 

up our decision as to the merits and demerits of the various forks exhibited, we shall not be influenced by fear, favor or compro-

mise.  We are sworn attorneys for the toil-worn farmer.  We do not desire to denounce any manufacturer's fork, but we shall aim 

to point out to the inquirer for labor-saving implements, the most efficient labor-saving fork in our country.  You cannot all have 

the first premium, although almost every fork here today has operated admirably.  But I trust that when this committee come to 

compare each fork with the points of excellence which they have chosen for their standard of merit, none of you will accuse us of 

unfairness and partiality, for we shall aim to render such a report of this trial next week as will reflect great credit on inventors and 

manufacturers of horse hay-forks. 

 

On Tuesday, March the 12th, Mr. Todd, in behalf of the committee, made the following report to the Farmers' Club: 



 

 

 

Preliminary Suggestions.  Practical farmers are employing horse hay-forks, in a great variety of ways, to save manual labor.  Most of 

them appreciate and fully understand the importance of having a fork with which a horse can perform this kind of drudgery with 

facility and dispatch. In the grain-growing regions of our country the entire barley crop is harvested without binding a sheaf of the 

straw.  Those farmers, therefore, who have raised barley know the value of a horse-fork that will pitch a large forkful of barley 

straw, either before the grain is threshed out or after the straw has been passed through a threshing machine, as the straw of no 

other cereal grain is so slippery and difficult to pitch as barley straw.  In numerous instances the oat crop is harvested without bind-

ing the straw, which is also slippery and exceedingly difficult to pitch both before the grain is threshed out and afterwards.  Rowen 

and red clover, when the crop is saved for seed, are among the most difficult substances that farmers desire to pitch, as the stalks 

are short, sometimes slippery, and will not hang together like the haulm of flax or long hay.  Horse-forks are also being employed 

to a great extent every season for pitching coarse barnyard manure and for the purpose of forking over compost-heaps, and partic-

ularly for "heaping" or piling coarse manure when it is to remain in the yard for several months to come.  By means of horse-forks, 

many farmers have learned that their horses, which have heretofore been accustomed to stand idle, can relieve them of a large 

portion of this heavy labor.  In many instances, horse-forks are employed to pitch sheaves of heavy corn-stalks, or sheaves of grain, 

or bundles of straw onto high mows or stacks.  These brief suggestions will enable the committee to understand the true character 

of the operations to be performed by a horse-fork, and also to decide upon certain points of excellence indicating the relative 

standard of merit possessed by the forks to be tested. 

 

Classification of Forks.  The committee thought it most expedient to arrange the forks into two classes.  The first class embraces 

those that elevate the material to be pitched by grappling it.  The second class comprehends those forks that operate on the har-

poon principle—by thrusting the implement straight into the hay or straw, holding; their load by means of flukes, square shoulders 

in the sides of the blades, or by spurs or claws thrust out laterally into the hay.  Most of the first class of forks are adapted to pitch-

ing anything and everything that any farmer desires to handle with a horse fork. In the second class, those of forks only are ar-

ranged that are simply designed for handling hay and straw.  Therefore, if a farmer wants a fork for pitching hay only, a fork like 

Blodgett's round harpoon fork will give him the best satisfaction. But if he desires to remove hay from his mows or stacks in square 

blocks, without picking it apart, one similar to Sprout's combined knife and fork will serve a better purpose, as with this implement 

the mow can be cut into squares containing one or two hundred pounds of hay each, lifted bodily with the knife and placed on the 

load. This mode of moving hay is worthy of recommendation, as hay will waste much less when taken out in solid squares than 

when pulled apart in the usual manner. 

 

Points of Merit.  Although the following points of merit were chosen by the committee, for the purpose of testing the forks entered 

at the trial, still they were not able to make a satisfactory record opposite point No. 13, touching the time required to unload a ton 

of hay, as most of the men who managed the forks did not possess the necessary experience and skill for working a fork to its 

greatest ability.  The committee perceived that if some of the forks could have been in the hands of farmers who are accustomed 

to handle such implements, they would have accomplished their assigned task in half the recorded time. They therefore feel it their 

duty, in justice to inventors and manufacturers, to attribute the failure of certain forks, in time, to want of skill and expertness on 

the part of the man who worked the implement, rather than to any imperfection of the fork.  The points of merit are herewith giv-

en: 

 

1. The ease with which the fork is handled and loaded. 



 

 

2.The case with which the fork lifts its load from the cart. 

3. The quantity of hay each fork takes at a time. 

4. Does the fork grapple more hay than it can lift? 

5. 5.Does the fork carry its load to the mow without dropping a portion of the hay? 

6. The ability of the fork to distribute the hay on the mow. 

7. The ease with which the fork is unloaded. 

8. The space required for the fork to work in. 

9. The ability of the fork to deliver its load through a window or door. 

10. Is the fork liable to drop its load when coming in contact with an obstacle? 

11. Does the fork drop the hay on the mow in good condition, without rolling it up? 

12. The ability of the fork to take up the hay clean from the cart. 

13. The time required to unload a ton of hay. 

14. The ability of the fork to pitch coarse manure. 

15. The ability of the fork to pitch loose oats, barley, seed clover, wheat, rye straw, bundles of straw of any kind, and stalks of Indi-

an corn. 

16. The ability of the fork to take up coarse and fine hay. 

17. Are the operators liable to injury when working the fork? 

18. The simplicity of the fork. 

19. The strength and durability of the fork. 

20. The cost of fork, pulleys and ropes completed. 

 

List of Awards.  The first award to Class No. 1 was given to "Palmer's Excelsior Sickle-tined Fork," entered by Palmer & Wackerha-

gen, Hudson, N.Y.  The second prize in this class was awarded to John H. Chapman, Utica, N.Y.  The first prize in class second 

(harpoon forks) was awarded to C. C. Blodgett, Watertown, Jefferson Co., N.Y.  The second prize in Class No. 2 was awarded to S. E. 

& L. B. Sprout, Muncy, Penn.  These awards were subsequently confirmed by the Board of Managers, which has sole charge of the 

distribution of prizes by the Institute. 



 

 



 

 



 

 

AMAZING COLLECTIONS TO VISIT 

STEVE  -  IOWA CITY 

DAN  -  MAINE 

JIM  -  DETROIT 

DOUG  -  CROFTON, NE  

DAVE  -  DES MOINES 

CRAIG  -  JACKSON,MI   

DALE  -  ASHLAND,OH 

FLACK LIBRARY -  DOYLESTOWN, PA 

 MUST SEE MUSEUMS 

LEWIS AND CLARK PULLEY MUSEUM, CROFTON NE 

KIDS SLED AND RIDING VEHICLE MUSEUM in Coralville, Iowa 

(Please Contact Johnson County Historical Society, Coralville, Iowa.) 

2. 

Please send any personal stories relating to Hay Carriers, questions or letter to the editors 

To the following email– HTHUltrafidian@gmail.com         

Next issue will feature Round Barn Trolleys in the Manufacturer Spotlight section so we 

welcome pictures of your Hay Carriers that can be included for our members to enjoy.     

ULTRAFIDIAN CORRESPONDENCE 

AMAZING MUSEUMS AND COLLECTIONS TO VISIT 


